Top 5 Things to Pack in a

Romantic
Picnic Basket

So you are up to date 2 or 3, you have been out for coffee or dinner
and you want to really impress on this date. Well with our
spectacular weather we are having it has really inspired me to put
this great little resource together.
First of all, everyone has different tastes so pay attention to what
they have ordered. Do they have a sweet tooth or are they mad keen
on seafood?
Now it also depends on who it is for. Male or Female? Again pay
attention to what they order. If its beer gets a boutique beer that is a bit
different. If its wine class it up and pack some really nice glasses. Also
look at the beverage you are taking and make sure you can open it.
( not that corks are that common anymore but lets say I have been there)
Crackers and dip... Always a winner in my books. But lash out and get
some good stuff. Savoy is fantastic for the bbq at home but they don't
really scream romance.
Seafood... be careful... I love seafood and again a real winner in my books...
If you put in a dozen good quality Australian prawns you will have a
seafood lover instantly impressed.
Make sure you add a few little towels.
Cheese.... just 1 good cheese will do the trick. My fav at the moment is
Mersy Vally tasty. It is soft and crumbly and to really make it extra flash
and special get a little jar of local honey and drizzel over... yum yum yum
Prosciutto... nothing says quality like a $80 kg ham. Yep sounds
expensive but really you only need a small amount.
If you fill your basket with quality and love you will surely impress.
If you don't you are with the wrong person. If your date does not
appreciate you going the extra mile find a new date because this
person is too hard to please. Fast forward 5 years and they will be
exactly the same and every time you put in 100% you will be
heartbroken and disappointed... who needs that.....
So i truly hope this helps you pack the perfect basket. And good luck.
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